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fact, together with a theorem due to Mihail ([Mi])

concerning the rapidity of convergence of random

walks on expanders, allows us to show that the

aforementioned polynomial factor is reduced to one

which is O(n

�!(1)

), after a number of steps which

is polynomial in log(n).

3.4 Active Adversaries

To achieve security against active adversaries, we

can combine the idea of \committees" with the

above non-interactive solution for passive adver-

saries in the following manner: random commit-

tees of O(log

2

(n)) processors are formed to repre-

sent each of the original nodes in the network. One

member of each committee is designated the \e�ec-

tive node"; the rest of the committee only checks

the work of this processor. When a node receives

a message from another node, each member of the

committee representing the receiving node receives

a copy of the message from each member of the

committee representing the sending node, broad-

casting a \fault detected" message if there are any

inconsistencies among received versions. The ef-

fective node processor then decides what new mes-

sages are to be sent on behalf of the node, and sends

copies of each new message to the rest of the com-

mittee members, along with a non-interactive zero-

knowledge proof that the new message was gener-

ated in accordance with the protocol.

Committee members check the non-interactive

zero-knowledge proofs, and if they are valid, relay

a copy of the outgoing messages to each member

of the receiving node's committee; otherwise, they

broadcast a \fault detected" message. (Similarly,

they can output a \fault detected" message if an in-

coming message is not followed by an appropriately

validated outgoing message.) Clearly, as long as

each committee has at least one member not allied

with the adversary, there will (with overwhelming

probability) be at least one \fault detected" when-

ever a processor breaks with the protocol, since

the properties of non-interactive zero-knowledge

proofs guarantee that processors will be incapable

of producing non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs

of the correctness of their behaviour (with non-

negligible probability) unless they are in fact be-

having correctly.

4 Conclusion

A generalization of theorem 3.1 to permutations

and/or to more general processes (for example,

some broader class of \comparator shu�es", in

which the primitive operation is the random per-

mutation of pairs of objects) would provide simple,

e�cient parallel/distributed algorithms for gener-

ating random permutations, and might also lead

to proofs of rapid mixing for a number of natu-

ral Markov processes, with applications to approx-

imate counting and uniform generation algorithms

in a variety of contexts (as well as greatly simpli-

fying the protocols presented here for untraceable

communication).

In a cryptographic context, a scalably e�cient

solution against active adversaries has yet to be

found, a key obstacle being the lack of e�cient

enough constructions for such primitives as non-

interactive zero-knowledge proof and secure multi-

party computation. One possible approach may

be to use non-malleable cryptosystems ([DDN]),

a suitably e�cient construction of which can be

found in [Si]. The broader problem remains of in-

tegrating these solutions into a coherent model that

incorporates the many disparate notions of security

that have been explored in the literature.
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ings of the (non-adversary-a�liated) missives can

be found which, from the adversary's perspective,

produces the e�ect of a sequence of \pair-and-

swap" operations on the missives in the two paired

groups. Hence, due to the \rapid merging" prop-

erty of the \pair-and-swap" operation, each pair of

equal-size groups of (non-adversary-a�liated) mis-

sives (each group already being in an order indis-

tinguishable to the adversary from a random one,

due to the actions of previous levels of the proto-

col) will at this \level" merge into a single group

of missives, whose order the adversary cannot dis-

tinguish from a random one. Thus, after log(n)

levels of mergings, the adversary will be unable to

distinguish the permutation on the (non-adversary-

a�liated) missives from a random one.

3.3 Proving Rapid Mixing

We can restate the required \pair and swap" theo-

rem as follows: given a bit string containing half

zeroes and half ones, we perform a sequence of

\pair-and-swap" operations which consists of ran-

domly pairing bit positions, and then exchanging

each pair independently with probability 1=2. We

would like to show that after a number of such op-

erations which is polynomial in log(n), the proba-

bility is overwhelming that, even given the sequence

of pairings (to which the passive adversary in our

setting would have at least partial access, know-

ing roughly which messages are being paired with

which), the resulting bit string is statistically close

to a random one (ie., the sum of the distances of

the bit strings' probabilities from their probabili-

ties under a uniform distribution is n

�!(1)

).

Theorem 3.1 Let B be the set of n-bit strings

containing exactly n=2 ones. There is some poly-

nomial q such that given b 2 B, a sequence of

q(log(n)) \pair and swap" operations on b (in

which all the bit positions in b are randomly paired,

and the bits in each pair exchanged with probabil-

ity 1=2) produce, with probability 1 � n

�!(1)

(over

choices of pairings in the \pair and swap"), a sta-

tistically random element of B (ie., an element of

B chosen accoding to a distribution whose statis-

tical distance from the uniform distribution, given

by

P

b2B

jPr[b]� (1=jBj)j, is n

�!(1)

).

The proof of this theorem is quite involved.

First, we must show that given an initial distribu-

tion D on B, the distribution D

0

on bit strings gen-

erated by the \pair-and-swap" process performed

on a bit-string chosen according to D is related to

one generated by taking the exclusive-or of that

string with the output of a particular \slightly

random source" ([SV]). This allows us to use a

strengthened version of a theorem due to Vazi-

rani and Vazirani ([VV]) to show that polynomi-

ally many steps (in log(n)) su�ce to reduce the

distance of any such D from the uniform to a poly-

nomial factor (in n).

De�nition 3.1 ([SV]) A slightly random source is

a source sequentially producing random bits, each

with a bias (towards 0 or 1) chosen by an arbitrary

\adversary" whose only restriction is that the bias

never fall outside the range (�; 1��) for some �xed

constant �.

Lemma 3.1 (based on [VV]) Let D be a distri-

bution on f0; 1g

n

, with Pr

b

0

 D

[b

0

= b] = p

b

for

n-bit strings b; let s be an n-bit string produced

by a slightly random source S whose biases are

bounded away from 0 and 1 by the constant �. Then

E

s S

(

P

b

p

b

p

b�s

) � (2

n

jDj)

�=(��1)

jDj, where jDj,

the squared 2-norm of D, is given by

P

b

p

2

b

.

We thus obtain

Lemma 3.2 For any distribution D assigning

probability p

b

to each member of fb 2 f0; 1g

n

with

exactly n=2 onesg, and � = f pairings of bit

positions of bg, let D

0

be the distribution gener-

ated by selecting pairing � 2

R

� and bit string

b with probability p

b

(ie. according to D), and

exchanging each pair of bits of b (as de�ned by

�) with probability 1=2. Then

E

�2

R

�

(jD

0

j) �

O(

p

n
)((2

n

jDj)

�=(��1)

jDj+2

��n

jDj), for some con-

stants �; � (where j � j is the square of the 2-norm,

0 < � < 1, � > 0).

Lemma 3.2 guarantees that polynomially many

(in log(n)) \pair and swap" operations produce a

distribution whose statistical distance from the uni-

form is at most a polynomial factor (in n). To

achieve true statistical closeness to a uniform dis-

tribution, we use use a \canonical-path" argument

similar to those used by Sinclair and Jerrum ([SJ])

to show that the underlying graph representing

the \pair and swap" process is an expander. This



fact that as soon as a group of messages passes

through a \normal" (non-adversarial) processor

(ie., a \mix"), their identi�cation with their pre-

vious paths is lost to the adversary, since match-

ing messages with their previous, encrypted ver-

sions with probability non-negligibly greater than

chance would imply the insecurity of the under-

lying PKC. Hence the passive adversary cannot

determine which message entering a given node

\matches up" with a given message leaving that

node. From the adversary's point of view, then,

each node at which the paths of multiple mis-

sives cross can be considered as a \switch", where

incoming missives are randomly assigned to out-

going paths. If we can show that the action of

these switches over the � steps is su�cient to dis-

guise the correspondence between senders and re-

ceivers of missives, then we have demonstrated that

the passive adversary (for whom the \settings" of

the switches are e�ectively random) cannot discern

that correspondence.

Ideally, the senders would simply send missives

to their receivers along a length-� path through a

randomly chosen sequence of parties. Such length-

� random paths are with overwhelming probability

divisible into a sequence of �

0

stages (where �

0

is

still polynomial in log(n)) such that for each stage

there exists a matching among the non-adversary-

a�liated missives in which each pair of the match-

ing has \shared" a \non-adversarial" party (ie.

passed simultaneously through a party not a�li-

ated with the internal adversary) at some point

during the stage. The action of a particular stage

would therefore be comparable to a \pair-and-

swap" operation, in which missives are randomly

paired with each other, then the pairs are each ex-

changed or left unexchanged with probability 1=2.

(Since the adversary has no information as to which

message from the incoming pair corresponds to

which message from the outgoing one, it would be

as if these two missives were randomly permuted,

from the adversary's point of view.)

If (as seems likely) the action of a(n appropri-

ately short) sequence of such \pair-and-swap" op-

erations results in an approximately random per-

mutation, then the adversary would be unable to

distinguish the resulting tra�c pattern from that

of one which randomly permutes the parties' mis-

sives, and the resulting protocol would therefore be

secure against passive adversaries. However, such

a \rapid mixing" property of the \pair-and-swap"

process remains unproven. Instead, we prove a sim-

ilar but slightly weaker theorem about the \rapid

merging" e�ect of the \pair-and-swap" process on

bit strings in which half the bits are 0 and half are 1.

That is, we show that polylogarithmically many ap-

plications of the \pair-and-swap" process on such

a bit string results, with overwhelming probability,

in an approximately random bit string of that type.

We can exploit this weaker result using a slightly

more complicated protocol, as follows: �rst, we di-

vide the n parties randomly into two equal-sized

groups, then we randomly divide those groups in

two equally, and so on, so that there are n=2

i

ith-level groups, each containing 2

i

members, for

i ranging from 1 to log(n). (We assume here that

n is a power of 2.) Since the groups are chosen ran-

domly, each pair of groups will with overwhelming

probability contain an approximately equal num-

ber of parties not a�liated with the adversary

(the ratio being no worse than, say, 1=O(log

2

(n))).

For convenience, we will assume that the non-

adversary-a�liated populations of the two groups

are exactly equal; a technical argument takes care

of the fact that the equality is only approximate.

In the protocol, then, each sender chooses a path

for its missive which is divided into segments cor-

responding to the levels of division of the parties

into groups. In the �rst segment, the missive is

sent through a random length-�

1

sequence of par-

ties each of which is one of the two in its �rst-level

group; the next segment consists of a path corre-

sponding to a random length-�

2

sequence of parties

in its next-higher-level group. The third segment

then corresponds to a length-�

3

sequence of par-

ties chosen randomly from those in its third-level

group, and so on, up to the top-level group. (Note

that each party in the sequence at each level for

a given missive is chosen randomly and indepen-

dently; hence missives may well pass through the

same party several times at one level.) The �

i

's

will all be polynomial in log(n) and i; and since i

is at most log(n), the resulting path lengths will

still be polynomial in log(n).

After the �rst \level" of this protocol, the order

of each pair of (two paired non-adversary-a�liated)

missives will be indistinguishable from a random

order, from the adversary's perspective, since they

will with overwhelming probability pass through

the same mix at some point. At each subsequent

level in the process, moreover, a sequence of match-



for each of the two missives received by the com-

mittee. Each missive's package consists of k shares

of that missive, each encrypted using the public key

of a di�erent member of the committee represent-

ing the node in the sorting network to which that

particular missive should be sent after the two are

sorted. Secure multiparty computation protocols

(SMCP's) are protocols by which multiple parties

can compute the value of a function without each

party learning anything about the inputs to the

function (apart from that which is revealed by the

value of the function itself). SMCP's were intro-

duced in [GMW]; their de�nition was re�ned in

[MR] and [B]. An SMCP for any polynomial time-

computable function is presented in [GMW] based

on the assumption of the existence of a one-way

function and an oblivious transfer protocol (shown

in [Y] to follow from the existence of a trapdoor

permutation). A constant-round SMCP for any

polynomial time-computable function is given in

[BMR].

In the case of the SMCP replacing a node in

the sorting network, the inputs and outputs are

in the form of encrypted shares, with one share

encrypted using the public key of each member of

some committee of k parties. Hence, assuming that

each committee contains a member to which the

adversary has no access (an event that occurs with

probability 1�n

�!(1)

if the committees are chosen

randomly, and the adversary has access to only a

constant fraction of the parties), the passive adver-

sary will be unable to obtain all the shares of any

message sent by a committee, and hence will have

no information about any of the messages at any

point during the sorting. Moreover, the number of

bits which must be sent in each (constant-round)

SMCP will be some �xed polynomial in the mes-

sage and committee sizes, which are in turn both

bounded by polynomials in log(n).

It might appear that the same solution should be

secure against active adversaries as well; after all,

the protocols described in [GMW] and elsewhere

include variants which are secure against active ad-

versaries as well as passive ones. However, these

variants make extensive use of zero-knowledge in-

teractive proofs ([GMRa]), and in our setting, nu-

merous zero-knowledge interactive proofs (ZKIP's)

would have to be performed in parallel, each in-

volving (possibly colluding) adversaries, in the var-

ious simultaneously-interacting committees repre-

senting the various nodes in the sorting network.

Unfortunately, ZKIPs were shown in [GK] not nec-

essarily to preserve their zero-knowledge proper-

ties under parallel composition. (Ways to \inter-

leave" parallel ZKIPs so as to preserve their zero-

knowledge status are explored in [DDN]; however,

whether it su�ces to incorporate them into the

SMCP protocols in our setting is far from clear.)

Hence the security of certain SMCP's against ac-

tive adversaries cannot simply be exploited in the

obvious way as it was in the above case of passive

adversaries. This example illustrates one of the

subtle e�ects of viewing communications security

in the more realistic setting of multiple simultane-

ous interactions rather than assuming that individ-

ual conversations take place in isolation; parallel,

ostensibly independent conversations can conceiv-

ably compromise each other's security, particularly

if the participants choose to collude to that end.

3.2 Passive Adversaries | A Non-

interactive solution

The above protocol, though e�cient, is somewhat

inelegant in that it makes use of a powerful tech-

nique (secure multiparty computation) which is

very complex, subtle, and quite di�cult to under-

stand, much less implement. Also, it is not scal-

ably e�cient, since the communication complexity

of the SMCP's described in the literature gener-

ally grows superlinearly with the size of the inputs

(which in this case are the shares of the messages

being routed). Decomposing messages into short

segments would solve this problem, but at the cost

of expanding the number of rounds, possibly be-

yond the bounds required by the e�ciency condi-

tion.

Our scalably e�cient solution against passive ad-

versaries is somewhat di�erent in character from

the interactive one. In this alternative protocol,

each missive is encrypted � + 1 times, using the

public keys of the destination and each of the pro-

cessors in a length � path (specially chosen, as de-

scribed below), in reverse order. (Each such en-

cryption need require only an additive factor poly-

nomial in log(n); see [BG].) Hence, if � is polyno-

mial in log(n), then the � + 1 nested encryptions

would only add a length polynomial in log(n) to

each missive.

The crux of the argument for the security of

this protocol against passive adversaries will be the



tination list, and therefore does not include the

\post-exchange" cost of processing received mis-

sives and computing source outputs, since for some

destination lists that cost will be O(n) for some

processors.)

This de�nition of cost also does not take into ac-

count the cost introduced by implementing a com-

plete network on some unspeci�ed actual topology.

For example, in some topologies, such as the ring

(discussed in [Ch2]), routing is in general so ine�-

cient that a natural implementation of the \trivial"

solution described above is in fact not signi�cantly

less e�cient than the normal routing algorithms

(note also that a ring can also be superimposed on

the spanning tree of any connected such network,

using each edge twice). Our discussion of solutions

will therefore implicitly assume that routing in our

network is in general more e�cient than can be

achieved using such \ring-style" routing. For ex-

ample, certain well-connected networks, or those

which use special hardware (or external resources

|say, those which use a small part of a much larger

network, such as the telephone system) to speed

routing, might su�er substantial losses in e�ciency

if \ring-style" routing were to be used for the sake

of hiding senders' and receivers' identities.

Finally, we have not yet considered how the e�-

ciency of a protocol \scales up" if parties wish to

send long missives (as opposed to merely identify-

ing senders). We will call a solution scalably e�-

cient if parties can also output messages of length l

from each sending party at the end of the exchange,

at the cost of only an extra linear factor (in l) in

the (expected) processing time for each party in a

synchronous step.

Theorem 2.1 There exists a correct, scalably ef-

�cient protocol, secure against external or passive

internal adversaries, for implementing a message

exchange, given the network model (and crypto-

graphic assumptions) described above.

Theorem 2.2 There exists a correct, e�cient pro-

tocol, secure against active internal adversaries,

for implementing a message exchange, given the

above network model and cryptographic assump-

tions, with the additional assumption of an e�-

cient, resilient broadcast facility.

3 Solutions

3.1 A Solution for External Adver-

saries; An Interactive Variation

A simple, scalably e�cient solution secure against

external adversaries is as follows: each processor

is assigned the role of a node (or several nodes) in

an n-element sorting network ([K]) of depth poly-

nomial in log(n). Processors then input their mis-

sives into the sorting network, sending them to the

appropriate node of the �rst level of the sorting net-

work (encrypted using the public key of that node).

The nodes of the sorting network compare the des-

tinations of the missives they receive, sending them

on to the next node in the sorting network, after

encrypting them using their respective next nodes'

public keys. Once all the missives are sorted, they

are sent to their destinations, encrypted using the

destinations' respective public keys.

This protocol requires only polynomially many

(in log(n)) synchronous steps, with each processor

handling only a pair of messages per step (except

perhaps at the last step, when multiple messages

might be delivered to one destination after sorting).

Of course, the tra�c pattern will appear identical

regardless of which processor sent which missive;

the �nal step of the missive delivery will depend

only on the number of missives received by each

processor.

Against passive internal adversaries, this solu-

tion can be modi�ed by replacing each proces-

sor/node with a randomly chosen \committee" of k

processors, where k = O(log

2

(n)). The sorting pro-

cess is as before, but each sender �rst uses a (k; k)

secret-sharing scheme ([Sh]) to create k shares of

its missive. These shares have the property that

when combined, they allow the original missive to

be reconstructed, but no subset of them reveals any

information about the missive. The sender then

\delivers" its missive to the committee represent-

ing the appropriate \�rst" node in the sorting net-

work, by �rst encrypting each share of the missive

using the public key of a di�erent member of that

committee, then sending the entire \package" of all

the shares, thus encrypted, to each member of that

�rst committee.

The committee then performs a \secure multi-

party computation" protocol to compute and send

on two similar \packages" of encrypted shares, one



list of senders for each receiver. Three adversaries

are considered: an external adversary is given all

the data transmitted on all the connections in the

network. A passive internal adversary is also given

access to the computations of some arbitrary �xed

subset of the processors, consisting of some con-

stant fraction c < 1 of the total; in particular, the

private encryption keys, inputs and random bits

of these processors are available to the passive in-

ternal adversary. (For example, a group of parties

that decide to collude after the fact to analyze pre-

vious tra�c patterns would e�ectively be passive

adversaries.) Finally, an active internal adversary

is also allowed to alter the computations of that

same subset of the processors during the exchange.

To be considered a solution to the problem of

defending against tra�c analysis by one of these

adversaries, a protocol should meet three condi-

tions, correctness, security and e�ciency, de�ned

appropriately for each adversary. For external and

passive internal adversaries, a protocol is correct

if all processors always produce correct, complete

source outputs, and secure if the distribution on

information provided to the adversary is computa-

tionally indistinguishable for any pair of destina-

tion lists, as long as the information \legitimately"

available to the adversary for each list is the same.

The amount of information legitimately available

to an adversary depends on what we assume about

the adversary's power. An external adversary, for

example, is legitimately entitled to know the num-

ber of missives received by each processor, since

that information is, as we have pointed out, di�-

cult in any event to conceal (except in the obvious

manner, by generating \dummy tra�c"). The pas-

sive adversary, on the other hand, is also entitled

to know the contents of the source inputs and des-

tination outputs of the processors to which it has

access a priori.

De�ning correctness and security against active

internal adversaries is more di�cult; for exam-

ple, \maliciously" controlled processors may sim-

ply fail en masse, disrupting communication com-

pletely. While the problem of making protocols

resilient against failure or disruption by partici-

pants is an interesting one, and has received con-

siderable attention in the literature, it is beyond

the scope of our immediate concern here, which

is that information about (intended) communica-

tion among parties be concealed. Moreover, we are

assuming that the participants communicating in

our setting are doing so for a reason, and therefore

have an interest in the protocol's (normally) func-

tioning correctly. We hence only demand that a

correct protocol against active adversaries be cor-

rect (in the sense de�ned earlier for weaker ad-

versaries) whenever the adversary-controlled pro-

cessors behave as \normal" (non-adversarial) ones

would. (More stringent conditions, such as that

an honest processor never register reception of an

unsent missive from another processor, are achieve-

able using techniques such as digital signatures and

timestamps; such enhancements are, again, beyond

the scope of this discussion.) Similarly, we de�ne a

protocol to be secure against active adversaries if

it is secure in the sense de�ned for passive adver-

saries, regardless of the behaviour of the adversary;

however, we will assume for this purpose that the

network supports e�cient, resilient broadcast. The

intuition behind this assumption is that if proces-

sors can detect deviations from the protocol as they

occur, and notify all other processors of the \fault",

then they can e�ectively put a stop to the exchange

before signi�cant tra�c information is revealed.

We will also demand an e�ciency condition:

that is, that the number of synchronous steps, and

the number of computation steps per synchronous

step for each processor, be limited. In particular,

we will be concerned with the growth in the number

of synchronous steps necessary, and the amount of

processing required in any one synchronous step, as

a function of n. For example, consider the \trivial"

solution mentioned previously, in which each pro-

cessor simply sends a message of some kind to ev-

ery other processor. This method clearly achieves

both correctness and security, even against active

adversaries. However, it requires each processor to

handle O(n) messages in one synchronous step. If n

is very large, then this solution may be impractica-

ble. Similarly, if all processors send their missives

via a single \router" processor, then that processor

has to process n messages in a single synchronous

step. Trying to \spread out" the communication

over multiple synchronous steps would increase the

required number of synchronous steps to a possibly

unacceptable level. We will de�ne an e�cient solu-

tion to be one that requires a(n expected) number

of synchronous steps that is at most a �xed poly-

nomial in log(n), and that requires the (expected)

maximum amount of time spent by any processor

in each step to be at most a �xed polynomial in

log(n). (This cost must be independent of the des-



the integers from 1 to n), and send messages back

and forth among each other synchronously (not

concerning ourselves with how the synchronization

is to be e�ected). Multiple messages sent to a par-

ticular processor in the same step are queued in

completely arbitrary order.

The goal of each of the parties in the network

will be to send a \missive" to one other party in

the network. (Henceforth, the term missive will

represent the information that one party is trying

to communicate to another, as opposed to a mes-

sage, which consists of a string of bits sent directly

from one processor to another along an edge of the

network, whatever its purpose). Hence, each pro-

cessor receives a special \destination" input on its

normal input tape, containing the label of another

processor to which it is to send a \missive". It

also produces a special \source output" intended to

contain the labels of those other processors which

it has identi�ed as having sent it a missive, thus

demonstrating its having \received" the missive.

We also assume that each processor is provided

with a randomly chosen public key-private key pair

for a secure public-key cryptosystem (PKC) with

security parameter n, as well as the public keys for

all other processors. However, if the PKC is too

costly to implement, then the costs of encryption

alone could well dwarf the costs of even the ine�-

cient \trivial" protocol described above. Hence, we

further assume that the PKC is e�cient|that is,

that encryption or decryption of a bit requires time

polynomial in log(n). (It follows that encryptions

of a bit are also of length polynomial in log(n)). An

alternative informal formulation of this assumption

is that our PKC is \exponentially secure", ie., that

an adversary without the private key needs expo-

nential time to decrypt a properly encrypted bit

with probability better than chance by even an ex-

ponentially small amount.

Finally, since many distributed protocols make

use of a random assignment of tasks to participat-

ing processors to enhance fault-tolerance and secu-

rity, we will allow that a random string be selected

in advance and passed as input to all participat-

ing processors. This string can be used in some

prespeci�ed way to decide \random" selections of

processors for various tasks.

A communication exchange will consist of each

processor \sending a missive" of some �xed length

to the processor entered on its \destination input".

(We will refer to the assignment of destination in-

puts to processors for a particular exchange as its

destination list.) The content of the missive is not

important; for simplicity's sake, we will assume

that it consists only of the identity of the sender.

What is important is that at the end of the ex-

change, each processor should be able to output a

list of other processors that have sent it a missive.

The exchange is the basic unit of communication

by which we will measure the security and e�ciency

of our protocols. In a realistic setting, of course, we

expect tra�c to be owing consistently at some op-

timal rate; however, it is natural to consider this

perennial ow of data to be a resource, and to seek

a protocol that optimizes its use. For example, in

a truly complete network, where every party has

a physical link to every other, it may appear that

untraceability can be achieved more or less \for

free", simply by having every party send its mes-

sage to every other party simultaneously whenever

it has a message to send. (We will momentarily

ignore, for the sake of argument, the cost of pro-

cessing received messages.) However, the most ef-

�cient communication protocols in such a setting

would take advantage of the parallel paths avail-

able to each node, permitting far greater through-

put, in the absence of untraceability concerns, than

the redundant method just described. Hence, the

cost of the wasted communication sent along most

of the links should properly be taken into account.

If we consider communication as a resource in

this manner, then we can simplify our measure of

the e�ciency of a constantly-running protocol by

isolating a single iteration of it, and calculating

its cost in use of available resources. In our set-

ting, the exchange is just such a single iteration,

provided that all parties generate messages at a

roughly equal rate, and wish to disguise only the

destinations of those messages themselves, not the

rate itself. Henceforth, then, we will consider the

parties in our network simply to be performing re-

peated exchanges, and trust that the underlying

routing (ie., the implementation of the complete

network on the physical topology) is making opti-

mal use of the available communication resources.

Thus it su�ces for us to analyze the security and

e�ciency of a single exchange.

Our goal is to devise a protocol that will allow

parties to send missives e�ciently, while preventing

some adversary from learning anything about the



of parties connected to the network, whenever, for

instance, �xed pairs of parties must exchange long

sequences of messages. Such an overhead may be

prohibitive, and a more e�cient solution necessary.

We will assume, then, for the sake of simplicity,

that all the parties in the network are capable of

the same maximum (or maximum a�ordable) mes-

sage transmission rate, which they will naturally

exploit to the fullest, and that they wish to max-

imize the rate at which they can (all simultane-

ously) send \legitimate" messages without reveal-

ing the origins or destinations of those messages.

In short, they wish to minimize the redundancy in

the tra�c they generate, while preserving the un-

traceability of their communication.

Discussion of this problem in a theoretical con-

text is extremely sparse in the literature. In [Ch2],

Chaum considers defenses against tra�c analysis

that depend on previously shared secrets (ie., the

ability of parties to share random bits \o�ine"

with perfect security), rather than the complexity-

theoretic assumptions associated with public key

cryptography. Goldreich ([Go]) considered an-

other tra�c-analysis-related problem, that of hid-

ing memory addresses of data in a RAM; his solu-

tion was later improved by Ostrovsky ([Os]). In the

model of [Go] and [Os], a CPU impervious to exam-

ination, and equipped with a secure cryptosystem,

must access data in a possibly insecure memory,

without revealing any information about its com-

putations through its interaction with the memory.

Such security must therefore involve not only en-

crypting all memory contents, but also concealing

the CPU's pattern of memory accesses. This model

is di�erent from the multiparty network model pri-

marily in that one node in the communication (the

CPU) completely dominates the tra�c, and the

goal is simply to conceal with which other nodes

(ie., memory locations) it is communicating.

Another related problem, that of secure

multiparty computation, has received consider-

ably more attention in the literature ([GMW],

[B],[MR],[BMR]). A solution to the problem of

hiding participants' inputs into a jointly computed

function can in fact be used to hide participants'

communication partners (as we shall see), and the

latter problem can be considered a restriction of the

former (one which possibly admits more e�cient

solutions). The problem of creating \untraceable

electronic cash", studied in [Ch3], is also, funda-

mentally, a subcase of secure multiparty computa-

tion; the task is to create a means of computing

new \bank balances" for parties following a �nan-

cial transaction, while hiding information about

the size or source of previous balances.

In [Ch1], Chaum introduces the key idea of the

mix. A mix is simply a node in a network, as-

sociated with a particular public encryption key,

through which multiple encrypted messages are

sent, encrypted �rst with the receiver's public key,

and then using the mix' public key. The mix de-

crypts each twice-encrypted message to obtain a

once-encrypted message which is then relayed to

the receiver. When several messages are passed

simultaneously through a mix (Chaum informally

argues), the association between the sent messages

and the received messages is indiscernible to an ob-

server wishing to spot such a correlation without

the aid of the mix node. Some re�nements to these

ideas appear in [P] and [PPW].

One approach to defending against tra�c analy-

sis, then, is to pass messages through various mixes

in a manner that completely disguises the result-

ing permutation. How quickly such an e�ect is

achieved can be shown to depend on the rapid-

ity with which certain Markov processes converge

on their stable distribution. In particular, we will

show that the process in which locations in an n-

bit string of weight n=2 are randomly paired, and

each pair randomly permuted, converges extremely

rapidly (in a number of steps polynomial in log(n))

on the uniform distribution on such strings. This

result can be used to prove the security of a fairly

simple, e�cient solution, based on the above \mix"

paradigm, to one variation of the tra�c analysis

problem.

2 The Model

We consider a model consisting of a completely con-

nected network of n processors, each polynomial-

time-bounded in n. Of course, the network may

in practice have an arbitrary topology, including

di�erences in cost among links. However, the com-

plete network can in principle be implemented on

any connected one at some cost related to the net-

work's diameter, connectedness, and so forth (more

will be said later about the e�ciency of our solu-

tions and its dependence on the underlying topol-

ogy). We will also assume that the processors in

our network are given concise, distinct labels (say,
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Abstract

We present a model which allows us formally to

de�ne \untraceability" of messages in a network

of synchronously communicating processors. We

consider several di�erent de�nitions, based on dif-

ferent assumptions about the strength of the \ad-

versary" attempting to identify the senders and

receivers of messages; for example, the adversary

may be able to control some of the processors to

obtain information, or even disrupt the tra�c in

the network. We present e�cient protocols which

are provably secure against each such adversary,

using such cryptographic techniques as secure mul-

tiparty computation ([GMW]) and non-interactive

zero-knowledge proof ([BFM]). One proof of se-

curity also relies on an interesting general lemma

about the \mixing" achieved by certain kinds of

random processes, or \shu�es", performed on a set

of items.
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1 Introduction

One rarely-discussed aspect of privacy in a network

setting is the secrecy of the identities of one's \part-

ners in conversation". Cryptographic treatments

of secure communication often assume the identi-

ties of the sender, receiver and eavesdropper to be

�xed and known; however, in the context of a net-

work of intercommunicating parties, some sets of

interlocutors may well wish even the fact of their

communication to be secret.

Now, certain types of information cannot reason-

ably be assumed to be concealed. For instance, an

upper bound on the total volume of a party's sent

or received communication (of any sort) is obtain-

able by anyone with the resources to examine all

possible physical communication channels available

to that party. Moreover, any di�erence between

that upper bound and the \true" amount of (sent

or received) information must necessarily be the re-

sult of redundancy in the bits physically sent to or

by the party in question, in order to give the ap-

pearance of extra communication. In other words,

any secrecy regarding the total volume of informa-

tion sent or received by a party is purchased at

the cost of the extra \dummy tra�c" generated to

disguise it.

For example, if each party in a network simply

sends (encrypted) messages to every party, contin-

uously, as fast as it can (regardless of its actual

intended interlocutors), then it will be impossible

(assuming that encrypted \dummy" messages are

indistinguishable from \legitimate" ones) for any

observer to determine which pairs of parties are

actually conversing at any given time. Moreover,

each time a message is sent and received, the send-

ing party disguises whether as few as one \legiti-

mate" message, or as many as there are parties in

the network, is being sent. On the other hand, this

\trivial" solution may require each party to divide

the maximum rate at which it sends \legitimate"

messages (and the network to divide the number of

\legitimate" messages it can carry) by the number


